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RECAP: SPACE IN MUSIC

▸ Spatialising sounds with lots of overlapping frequency components 
gives rise to clearer sensation (fewer interference/masking effects) 

▸ Spatialising sounds can give rise to dramatic effects (front/back/call-
and-response, near/far) 

▸ We’re better at localising sounds with noise and with higher-
frequency components 

▸ We can spatialise sound quite simply by changing the amplitude in 
different speakers, though there are more accurate means 
(ambisonics) which create spatial soundfields based on calculation 
or recording of sound as magnitude and direction components



RECAP: TIMBRE IN MUSIC

▸ Overall envelope/amplitude contour 

▸ Individual spectral envelopes/spectral evolution 

▸ Attack transients and noise 

▸ Instrument body resonances and formants 

▸ Harmonic/inharmonic components 

▸ Overall spectral ‘trend’: bright or dark? 



RECAP: PARTICULAR FEATURES OF SOUND AND PERCEPTION OF TIMBRE

▸ Frequency spectrum - pattern of frequency components, 
harmonic or inharmonic partials or bands of noise 
(distributed inharmonic spectra)  

▸ Amplitude envelope (volume contour)  

▸ Attack transient 

▸ Instrument body resonances



RECAP: WAVEFORM (TIME DOMAIN) AND SPECTROGRAM (FREQUENCY DOMAIN)



RECAP: ATTACK TRANSIENTS

The manner in which the sound source is struck, plucked, bowed or otherwise excited will 
have a great effect on the perceived timbre. This is because timbre is part of our view of a 
sound source’s signature - these things are considered by us to be important to the 
signature. This ‘part’ of the sound, which occurs during the attack phase (early part of the 
sound) is called the attack transient.



RECAP: INSTRUMENT BODY RESONANCES



INTRODUCING SPEAR: SPECTRAL AUDIO EDITING

▸ SPEAR is a tool for generating and 
editing spectral representations of 
sounds. It stands for Sinusoidal 
Partial Editing Analysis and 
Resynthesis and is the work of 
Michael Klingbeil at Columbia 
University, New York. Versions are 
available for Mac OS X and Windows.  

▸ A brief demonstration will 
follow...tutorial documentation is also 
provided 

▸ http://www.klingbeil.com/spear/ 

http://www.klingbeil.com/spear/


TEXT





EXAMPLE OF SPEAR SOUNDS IN A COMPOSITION

▸ My piece ‘Collapsing Old Buildings’ (2011) uses SPEAR to heavily 
process a choral sample from an old recording of the Handel ‘Hallelujah 
Chorus’ so that it sounds like a hybrid of distant ethereal voices and bells. 

▸ In this case, I was using 27 different voices for my process, so using 
SPEAR to ‘thin out’ the frequency materials meant that the layering of 
sound did not become overwhelming and so that listeners could still 
make out tuned/pitched elements within the soundscape   

▸ It also made the low-fi source recording (1916 Edison record) ’prettier’, 
i.e. the harmonic components became more obvious, speed variations in 
the medium introducing irregular vibrato/modulation effectgs became 
less obvious! 



OTHER SPECTRAL TOOLS: SOUNDMAGIC SPECTRAL

▸ Michael Norris Soundmagic Spectral plugins (free AudioUnit plugins) 

▸ http://www.michaelnorris.info/software.html  

▸ As the name suggests, these plugins use spectral processing (like SPEAR), but rather than tracking 
the progress of individual partials (frequency components), these processes move groups of 
partials 

▸ The manual contains very illuminating discussion of spectral processing  

▸ Some of these plugins quite are complex - experiment!   

▸ Most are computationally expensive (you’re lucky they’re in real time at all) so some elements may 
need to be bounced if you are using them on multiple channels 

▸ They will often tend to make sounds more diffuse-sounding (spectral processing will cause certain 
harmonic components or groups of components to be highlighted; something we often hear in 
reverberant environments)

http://www.michaelnorris.info/software.html


SOUNDMAGIC SPECTRAL PLUGINS - DEMO
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SOUNDMAGIC SPECTRAL PLUGINS - DEMO



SOUNDMAGIC SPECTRAL PLUGINS - DEMO



SOUNDMAGIC SPECTRAL PLUGINS - SUMMARY OF TIME DOMAIN FX

▸ Not all are spectral/frequency domain (as the name might suggest) - 
some nice takes on ‘standard’ or non-standard time domain effects 

▸ Chorus - does a version of what it says on the tin, though can, with 
extreme settings, act as a more general modulating delay line 

▸ Comb filter bank - bank of tuned resonant filters 

▸ Idee Fixer - granulator/brassage - careful to trigger sample start and 
bounce results for repeated use



SOUNDMAGIC SPECTRAL PLUGINS - SUMMARY OF FREQ DOMAIN FX

▸ Spectral averaging/blurring - smears frequency content variations over time 

▸ Spectral bin shift - reduce or increase distance between frequency components - can make 
harmonic sound more inharmonic (‘metallic’/‘bell-like’)/can also change apparent ‘weight’/
dimensions of other sound sources (change apparent formant structure) 

▸ Spectral Dronemaker - advanced combination of spectral averaging and other processes 

▸ Spectral emergence - applies new amplitude envelopes to different partials 

▸ Spectral freezing - another drone-based effect - freezes state of particular ‘filters’/‘bins’ until 
certain conditions are reached 

▸ Spectral granulation - splits up sound into chunks/grains on the basis of both frequency and time  

▸ Note FFT/Fourier Transform size - bigger = better freq accuracy; smaller = better time accuracy 
(reasonable setting is often 2048/4096)



SPECTROGRAMS: REPRESENTING FREQUENCY IN AUDIO RECORDING

▸ A spectrogram is a visual representation of the spectrum of frequencies in 
a sound or other signal as they vary with time or some other variable. 

▸ The partial-tracking view we saw in SPEAR is a specific type of spectral 
representation which seeks to impose continuity on different spectral 
regions



LIMITATIONS OF SPECTROGRAM 

▸ Does a spectrogram tell us everything we need to know 
about a piece of audio? 

▸ Specifically, does it offer a ‘score’ (like a musical score) of 
sound events in a recording? 



SPECTROGRAM AND AUDIBLE FEATURES

How much does this tell us about the piece? 



SPECTROGRAM AND AUDIBLE FEATURES HTTPS://SOUNDCLOUD.COM/BRIANBRIDGES

How much does this tell us about the piece? 

https://soundcloud.com/brianbridges/continuum-2002 

https://soundcloud.com/brianbridges/continuum-2002


ISSUES IN PERCEPTION

▸ Is perception as straightforward as we think? Do we hear the same way 
the sonogram ‘hears’?  

▸ There are issues of sounds ‘grouping’ together, splitting apart, blocking 
each other (masking), our managing to extract signals from noisy 
backgrounds, or even manufacture appropriate elements to provide 
continuity for what we do hear (this is a brief introduction to the area of 
Auditory Scene Analysis (Bregman, 1990)) 

▸ In general, we group sound elements which are close together in pitch/
frequency, time, spatial location and timbre/texture. This means that the 
spectrogram only provides an outline (silhouette) of the sound materials, 
not the connections between them



ISSUES IN PERCEPTION

▸ Is perception as straightforward as we think? Do we hear the 
same way the sonogram ‘hears’?  

▸ Issues in sounds ‘grouping’ together, splitting apart, blocking 
each other (masking), our managing to extract signals from 
noisy backgrounds (or even manufacture appropriate 
elements to provide continuity for what we do hear) 

▸ How do we do this? Ideas and models of how we do are 
described in Auditory Scene Analysis (Bregman, 1990) 



BEYOND THE SPECTROGRAM

▸ So, the spectrogram is not a ‘sound-score’, but it does provide 
us with some insight into the overall structure of a sound-
scene 

▸ However, it does not provide us with a ‘view’ of individual 
sound events: the frequency and time of various sound 
materials in a mix (or complex sound environment) will 
overlap 

▸ As we have seen, it is of more use for the editing of sources 
which do not exhibit this overlap events in frequency and time



CONCLUSION: SUGGESTIONS FOR COMPOSING WITH SOUND

▸ You should feel free to mould/process sonic materials or 
source them as found sounds/samples 

▸ You should feel free to craft groups of sounds into unified 
composite gestures through editing and mixing  

▸ You should feel free to reinforce or subvert the association 

▸ Or, in the case of your present project, feel free to identify 
suitable materials based on texture and content and use 
them without significant processing



HOMEWORK (UNGRADED)

▸ Import three different sounds into SPEAR  

▸ Create three new sounds from each source sound using 
the spectral editing techniques available 

▸ Reflect on successful and unsuccessful strategies for each 
sound source: did the same approach work for all of your 
sound sources?  

▸ Apply the same approach to Soundmagic Spectral
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